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• Year of Construction: 2015

• Basket size:                          

dept 600 - Ø 600

• European Patent n. 2178677

Blasting machine for islands of nearfusion  

S/60-H                                                         
ready to be customized
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CM Blasting unit S/60-H, made in year 2015, was built in parallel, twin copy of a job sold 
at that time. It waits for the final application to be defined, in order to be completed with 
the particulars needed to handle the piece.
The machine is perfect, it has always been in our factory workshop. Sleeve filter dust 
collector, media elevator and sieve are ready to serve your production at the best level 
of performances, no needs of maintenance at the actual state! Control panel to be built, 
it will be done with the last generation of components, ready for Industry 4.0 systems.
CM Surface Treatment assures availability of original spare parts and media for any future 
need, machine is C E marked and is accompanied by a full set of original documentation.

MAIN TECHNICAL 
SPECIFICATIONS:
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